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III. On the llTaynetic Force acting on Moving 
Electrified Sldteres% 
S CIENTIFIC opinion inclines to the view that electric conduction in gases and liquids is a process of molecular 
convection, the moving particles being charged with definite 
quantities of electricity. If we follow out that hypothesis 
we meet with a number of problems in which it becomes 
necessary to calculate the effects of magnetic forces on 
charged and moving electrified particles, and also the mutual 
magnetic effbcts of two or more such particles. To some 
extent the old question of the behaviour of current 
elements is thus renewed, although the recognition of 
"displacement currents" has diminished, if" not entirely 
removed, the ambiguity of the problem. 
The question of' the magnetic field produced by a moving 
electrified sphere and the magnetic reactions on the sphere 
was first attacked in an important paper by J. J. Thomson t. 
Some time afterwards it was reopened by tteaviside $, who, 
"whilst agreeing with J. J. Thomson in the fundamentals," 
was "unable to corroborate some of his details." J . J .  Thom- 
son returns to the same problem in his'5/otes on Recent 
Researches in Electricity and ~lagnetism.' As regards the 
~, Communicated by the Author. 
?+ Phil. )lag. vol. xi. p. 227 (1881). 
. Ibid. vol. xxvii, p. 824 (1889). 
.Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 43. No. 260. Jan. 1897. B 
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2 Prof. A. Schuster's Electrical Notes. 
magnetic effects of a moving charge all these investigations 
have led to the same result, bu~ there is a remarkable 
discrepancy in the expression for the force which acts on the 
charge if it is moving in a magnetic field. In his first paper 
J. J. Thomson calculates that force to be ½t~epH~ where ~ is 
the magnetic permeability, e the chart% p the velocity, and 
H the field, the motion being supposed to take place at right 
angles to the lines of" force. Heaviside omits the factor ½. 
In his later researches J. J. Thomson calculates the force to 
be ½/~epg, and I believe he still takes this expression to be 
the correct one, applying i~ to some of his experiments on 
gas discharges. There a also some other discrepancies 
between J. J. Thomsou's first paper and Heaviside's~ which 
are exhibited in a tabular fo"m as tbllows :-- 
J. J. Thomson, 18S1. Heaviside, 1889. J.J. Thomson, 1893. 
T. 2]~e~p2/15a i~e~2fff3a tze~p~/3a 
X. ½ ~ep tt I~ep g ½ l~ep t-I 
M. ½~ele~plp: cose I~ele~plp~ (cos e + cos a cos fl) 
i" 7' 
Here T represents the energy of the magnetic field pro- 
duced by a moving sphere of radius a, and M the mutual 
energy of a pair of spheres carrying charges el, e:, and moving 
with velocities pl, P~. X is the force already referred to 
~.vhich acts in a magnetic field H on the moving partic)e. 
2. In the " Bakerian Lecture" of 1890, I calculated the 
effects of a magnetic field on kathode rays, and adopted 
Heaviside's expression for the force acting on a moving 
electrified particle. I may here give the simple reasoning 
which seemed to me to show its correctness. 
Let A B C (Fig. l) be a circular ring made up of a largo 
number of rigidly connected but insulated electrified parts. 
Let e be the electric charge of each of Fig. 1. 
these parts~ and let their number per unit 
. f - -  - - - .B  length be N. Let this ring be set into 
A(  IM )C rotation about its axis MM I, the linear -V velocity being 2, and let the two following assumptions be made :~ 
(1) The magnetic field produced by the 
convection of the electrified ring is tho 
I M ¢ san le  as that of a current of strength.Ne.p 
circulating round a conductor coinci- 
dent with the ring. 
(2) The magnetic action of the revolving ring on a magnet 
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Prof. A. Schuster's Electrical.Notes. 3 
MM I is equal and opposite to the total reaction of the magnet 
on the electrified parts of the ring. 
The first of these assumptions is upported by experiment, 
for since Rowland showed that electric convection didproduce 
a magnetic field, he and others have proved that the field 
cannot differ much in intensity from that of an equivalent 
current, and is probably identical with it. Both J. J. 
Thomson's and Heaviside's investigations agree on this point. 
As regards the second of the above assumptions, it is tacitly 
made, I believe, by everyone, although the possibility has been 
pointed out that part of' the reaction may take hold of the 
" medimn ;" but so far we have no ground to doubt he truth 
of Newton's thi,'d law as applied to matter alone. 
The current Nep will produce a i%rce on a magnetic pole 
27rm 
of strength m, placed at M, which is equ:A to r Nep. This 
will also be the force with which the pole will act on the ring 
tending to drive it in a direction parallel to its axis ; as the 
m 
magnetic force H at the ring due to this pole is ~ ,  and the 
total number of particles is 2~rNr, it is seen that each particle 
nmst be acted on by a force equal to txI-Iep, which is Heavi- 
side's result. 
To trace the cause of the discrepancy it s necessary to 
enter somewhat fully into J. J. Thomson's first paper; but 
in critieising the correctness of some of its deductions I wish 
speeially to guard myself against he supposition that I do not 
appreciate tile high value of that paper. Criticism after a 
lapse of years is an easy task compared with the opening out 
of a new line of thought,, when errors of detail arc of compa- 
ratively little imI~ortanee. I begin with an independent 
calculation of the magnetic forces acting on the sphere, 
assuming J. J. Thomson's values for the magnetic forces 
which are due to the sphere. 
3. If the surface charge of the sphere is q, and the velocity 
is along the axis of X and equal to wj the components of 
magnetic force arc 
a=--~wSr 8, ~=qw,~lr 3, ~=0, . . . .  (1) 
where the velocity w is supposed to be small compared to the 
velocity of light. 
To obtain the force which acts on the sphere in a magnetic 
field H, we may imagine that field to be homogeneous and 
produced by magnetic matter covering a concentric sphere S 
of radius R, with a surface-density o'= 3~tt cos 7/4% where/~ 
is the permeability and 7 the angular distance between P and 
B2 
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4 Prof, A. Schuster's Electrical Notes. 
the pole of It. The force which acts on the moving sphere 
will be equal and opposite to that which acts on S, and there- 
fore its components are 
X=--Sao'dS , Y=--S.8o'dS, Z--0. 
The values of a and/3 at the surface S are surface harmonics 
of the first degree, and the same holds for o'. Hence if C 
and A are the values of a and a at the pole of H, the 
surface integrals may be written down at one% and we thus 
obtain 
X= ~gCA.  
If the axis of Y is chosen so that the axis of H lies in the 
plane of YZ~ and 0 is the angle between it and the direc- 
tion of motion of the sphere, 
X=/~qwH sin 0, 
Y=O, Z=O. 
This is Heaviside's result. 
4. To bring out clearly the cause of the different result ob- 
tained by J. J. Thomson it is necessary to form expressions 
for the mutual energy of the sphere and an outside magnetic 
system. 
The potential energy of a magnet placed in a magnetic 
field is 
W= --~j~(A~ +Bfi + C7)dx d v az, (2) 
where A, B, C represent the components of intensity of mag- 
netization and a, fl, % those of the magnetic forces acting on 
the magnet. If for a and fi we substitute their values we 
find 
,)jj: \ @v--B~x,:)dxdgdz----qwF,,. (3) 
where F3 is the z-component of the vector-potential t the 
centre of the moving sphere. 
We may also consider the energy as kinetic and use the 
equation 
T= 8~ff;(aa+/3b+~le)dxdydz , (4) 
a~ b, c being the components of magnetic induction. The 
expression is deduced under the supposition that the magnetic 
forces are all due to electric currents. In isotropic media 
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Prof. A. Sehuster*s Electrical A'otes. 3 
we may therefore write 
T = 8@~ yyy(a2 + b~ +c~)dx dy dz. (5) 
This ii~tegral may be transformed either in the manner 
indicated by Iteaviside or in that of J. J. Thomson, and it is 
found that, retaining only that part of the energy which 
depends both on the outside magnetic force and the moving 
sphere, the result is 
T = qwF3. 
5. J. J. Thomson's value differs from this because he 
wrongly applies equation (4) to the case in which the field is 
due partly to permanent magnets, ubstituting for a, b~ c their 
values a + 4~rA, &c. 
Equation (4) thus becomes 
TI= 1 j ! .~  (a'Z + b~ + c:) - 4~r(aA + b B + cC) ] dx dy dz. • (6) 
In the subsequent investigation Thomson puts a~ b, c equal to 
/~, ~/3~/xT, where/~ is apparently the magnetic permeability 
of the medium in which the charge moves. It is easily seen 
that if under these circumstances (6) is compared w~th (2) 
and (5), a relation is obtained between T1, T, and W, viz., 
= = = 
This is J. J. Thomson's value, which differs therefore from 
that of Heaviside by the factor -~/z. It follows that J. J. 
Thomson's tbrces, which are calculated from this value of the 
enel'gy, only give half the correct results in a medimn of 
unit permeability ; but the appearance of/~ in the expression 
for the energy is alone sufficient o show that there is some- 
thing wrong with it. 
6. It has already been pointed out that in his'  Recent 
Researches in Electricity and IY[agnetism,' chapter i,, J. J. 
Thomson obtains a value for the magnetic force which is only 
a third of that deduced by Heaviside and verified above. I con- 
fess I find it difficult to tbllow the method of "moving tubes" 
employed in that investigation. I speak with diffidence on the 
subject, but the investigation on page 22 of the work quoted 
seems to me to be obscure and incomplete. In the equations 
for U, W, W the components f, g, h are taken to represent 
the polarization of the moving sphere only. Should there not 
be some additional polarization due to the outside magnetic 
forces ? In the meantime all recognized methods give 
lteaviside's value for the force which acts on the sphere, viz. 
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6 Prof. A. Schuster's Electrical fVotes, 
ewH, and it is the only one really consistent with the third 
law of motion. 
7. The energy of the magnetic field established by tho 
moving sphere can be calculated either as tteaviside has 
done directly from tile volume-integral of the square of 
~he magnetic fore% or as J. J. Thomson has done fi'om the 
vector-potential according to Maxwell's equation 
  Sj'(Alel + + A Q)d  @ (7) 
A is the vector-potential, C the current-density, aud the 
indices represent the components along the three axes. To 
calculate the vector-potential forthe system of currents which 
are assumed to take place owing to the varying displacement 
in the space surrounding the moving sphere, I consider first 
the simple case of a sphere of radius a, the surface of which acts 
like a sink of an incompressible fluid, the total quantity 
abstracted in unit time being q. The current-density at a 
distance r from the origin would be q/47rr ~, and the current 
components would be 
Inside the sphere there is no current. Each component of 
the vector-potential, say A1, has to satisfy the ibllowing 
conditions :- -  
d 1 
V~AI=-#q~j  i f r>a ,  
V~AI=0 if r<a. 
Further, A and its first derivatives are to be continuous at the 
surface. 
Assuming the relation 
+ 6)¢., 
~b~ being a solid harmonic of degree n, the first condition is 
satisfied by 
A1 = ~ r ~ d I #,].v ~;=-n~ ; 
and to this we must add a solution of V~A=0 which, together 
with the value just found, will satisfy the other conditions. I
obtain in this way, outside the spherical surface 
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Prof. A. Schuster's Electrlcal ~otes, 7 
and inside the spherical surface 
AI= -- ql~x. 3a 
Take now two similar spheres at a distance w from each 
other along the axis of Z, the first acting as a sink, while the 
second ac~s like a similar source of electricity ; and in order 
to do away with sinks and sources, unite each point of the 
first sphere to the corresponding point of the second by 
means of a straight-line current parallel to the axis of Z, and 
of such inteusity that all currents now flow in closed paths. 
If to is small~ the vector-potential due to the second sphere at 
anv~ point P wili be --(A~- - dAldz w'~,/and the complete vector- 
potential therefore, taking account of convection currents, will 
be 
d F~(a~ ,"~-a ~ d ~ 
A'--t~vw~ Le,,\SP-1);=/~qw 6 ,lzdx ( ! ) '  
d 
- -  /a  =t tqW- -6~"  
As=ffqw-~ ~, ~- -1  +ffqw=ffqw a~ - - -  
,, - -  6 d~'~\,,] + 3 ~. "J 
Inside the sphere, 
A!=A~=0, } 
2 ~qw . . . . . . .  (8b) 
A3= ~-a- 
dA1 +dA~ dA3 
The condition dff  ~ + ~ =0 fis necessarily fulfilled 
as the currents have been made to flow in closed paths. The 
currents which are defined by equations (8a) nd (8b) are in 
the outside space 
1 qwd d(1)  
Cl= -- 4~r-~ff V~AI= 4~" dz ~. . r  ' 
C -- 1 qw d d /l'~, 
~- ~ff v ~&= ~ ~ ~, j /  
But these are the current-densities which J. J. Thomson 
takes as the basis of his investigation. The vector-potential 
given by (8a) and (Sb) therefore represents he solution of the 
problem if q measures the charge of the sphere and w the 
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8 Prof. A. Schuster's Electrical Notes. 
velocity. These equations differ from J. J. Thomson's by a 
quantiLy which does not, affect he magnetic forces, but which 
does affect he energy if calculated according to equation (7). 
It can be shown that equations (8)are the only ones which 
satisfy the conditions of the problem~ and give J. J. Thomson's 
values for the magnetic forces. Owing to our ignorance of 
what actually happens at the surt}aee of the sphere when the 
medium passes uddenly fi'om a condition in which there is no 
displaceinent to one in which there is a displacement, and vice 
versd, the problem itself has a certain ambiguity; and we 
might possibly have to introduce some surface-currents a  the 
sphere itself. But these surface-currents would affect the 
values of the magnetic forces as well as the vector-potential. 
What I contend for is that equations (8) are the only ones 
consistent with the values of the magnetic forces as defined 
by (1). 
8. The energy of the field is now easily found with the heip 
of the following theorem :--Let a system of electric urrents 
be everywhere deducible from a current potential ~b so that 
d6 Cx-- -- d7 &e. The potential q~ is supposed1 to be continuous 
throughout space and small, of the order ~,  at an infinite dis- 
tance; but the differential coefficients of ~b may be discon- 
tinuous at one or more surfaces. Let -A-x, A:, A3 represent 
the components of a vector vanishing at an infinite distance 
and satisfying everywhere the condiLion of no divergenc% but 
not necessarily continuous ; then 
SJ~ (A ~q + A~C~ + A~C~) dx d:/dz = 0. 
To prove this it is only necessary to change the form of the 
integral ; calling I, m, n the direction-cosines of the normal 
at the limits of the space to which the integral is applied, a 
well-known transformation gives 
- f f f  ( Ai ~dd? + A2~+ A ddydPy)dxd:/dz__~(1Al+mk=+nAa)~dS 
~'[~[~ dAi dA2 dAa~dx dy dz. 
+ JJJ\-~x + -dS + el:l/ 
The second integral on the right-hand side vanishes very- 
wher% in consequence of the condition of no divergence, and 
the surface integral when taken over both sides of all surfaces 
d6 at which ~ is discontinuous will also vanish, provided ~b 
itself is continuous, 
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Prof. A. Schuster's Electrical -Notes. 9 
Turning back to the system of currents considered in § 7, 
it is seen that, leaving out of account the straight-line currents, 
the above theorem becomes applicable, for the electric urrents 
are now deducible from a potential ~b. Hence that part of 
the energy which depends on displacement currents vanishes, 
and it is t}~erefore suffleient to consider the convection era'rents 
alone. These vanish everywhere except at the surface of the 
sphere, where the vector-potential reduces to AI= 2qw Hence .3a" 
l f ;  A e l f2  i~q~w qw T = . 1C~ dS = ~ 3 a 4-~a ~ dS, 
_ I~q 'Zv  ' ' 
This is a result identical with that deduced by Heaviside, 
as also with that obtained by J. J. Thomson in his 'Recent 
Researches.' The different value obtained byThomson in his 
first paper is partly due to the wrong value of the veetor- 
potential he adopted, and partly to his omission of the con- 
vection eurents in calculating the energy. If the correct 
vector-potential had been taken, the neglect of the convection 
currents would have led to the result that the total energy is 
zero. 
9. We may extend the investigation to the case where the 
charge of the sphere varies according to some spherical 
surface harmonic Y,, Let the surface-density begiven by 
4va%" = (2~ + 1)Y~. 
The electric potential due to such a surface distribution will 
9~4 a 4 
be a-~i-Y, inside the sphere, and ,~Y~ outside the sphere. 
Let B be the vector-potential of electric urrents which pro- 
eeed along the lines of force with current intensities nume- 
rically equal and opposim everywhere to the displacements, 
that is to say, such currents as in unit time would destroy 
the charge of the sphere; then by the same reasoning as in 
§ 7 we find that the vector-potential produced by the dis- 
placement and convection currents of a sphere charged as 
above, and moving with velocity w in the direction of the 
axis of Z, would be given by 
A - w dB1 dB~ ~ dB~ w ~'adS 
1-  d-tiT A~=w~-z'  ~a=w-fzz + ,d r " 
The term fo-_dS represents the effect of the convection 
,3 r 
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10 Prof. A. Schuster*s Electrical Notes. 
,pn a s 
current, and becomes a~ ~ Y~ and r~ Y~ inside the sphere 
and outside respectively. The vector B is determined by the 
condition that it must be continoous with its first derivatives 
at the surfhce of the sphere~ and must satisfy the condition 
V~BI=--/x d a.-~t Y .=- t~Q inside the sphere, 
and 
d a n 
XT~B1 = --/~ ~,  ~ Y~ = - / ~T~- ~- 1 outside the sphere. 
xy, and ~ .. . .  1 are solid harmonies of degree n -1  and 
-n -2  respectively. The conditions are satistied by 
dx\2n--1 2n+5 'F .... 1 outside the sphere, 
and 
B /~ d / a 'z ~'~ iuside the sphere. 
complete vector-potential of the moving sphere is there- The 
fore in the outside space 
A~- ~ dz 3yk2~ 
~w d 2 f r: 2~/~ ~),I,_._~ • + t tw~-~- l .  
The expressions for the inside space are obtained by writing 
~I'~ for ~_,_~, and interchanging r and a. 
In the calculations for the magnetic forces the last term of 
Aa is the only one which produces an effect, and, conse- 
quently, 
d~y. ,  d a s . 
.=w@r 8=-w~v~-~x.,  ,/=0. 
Let ~ represent he harmonic of degree n and type ~, 
L e. with the usual notation 
r~* d~p • ff 
and ~,5 the corresponding harmonic 
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On Boyle's Law at Very Low Pressures. 11 
Then if x=r  sin 0 cos (])~ y=r  sin ~ sin ~, z=r  cos 0~ it may 
be proved that 
d~ (n-l- ~) (n + ¢-' xIt¢+' 
~r 
~__ 1 ' ,  ~,Tr* - -  1 .d I s  + l 
@ 
These equations hold both for positive and negative values of 
n, which seems a somewhat remarkable result ~-. Hence 
e d + 1-  o-)~F . . . .  : *~+~ 
2 d~tlq--n-l' - -  - -  ( I t  "3i- ~- -  O ") ( / /  q- 1 - -  O"~ KT)'~'--I] . . . .  1 -':r~'Tt's + I . . . .  2' 
dy 
From these equations the values ot" the magnetic forces are 
obtained in their normal form. The first terms vanish tbr 
the zonal harmonies for which ¢=0 ; and the second terms 
vanish inside the sphere when n<o-+ 2. For the case of a 
uniform charge we must put n=0,  o'=0, and obtain the 
values previously found. The magnetic forces on any sphere 
being of the natm'e of surface harmonies the expression for 
the electromagnetic energy of the field is also calculated 
without difficulty% 
I[. Boyle' s Law at Ver~j Low Pressures. 
Bj WI~LIA~ SV~H~nLA~D . 
G REAT interest attaches to the question whether gases at lower and lower pressures show more and more rigorous 
conformity with Boyle's la% or. as some experimenters have 
maintained, after approximating to Boyle's law as a limit up 
to a certain degree of rarefhction, at still lower pressures 
depart t'rom it. For the kinetic theory gives no hint that 
departure from Boyle's law is to be looked for at low pressures; 
so that if such a departure xisted it would point to a new 
property of matter uncontemplated in the kinetic theory. 
Usually it is supposed that surface-condensation of gases on 
* The equations are easily generalized to givevery simple expressions 
for the 2th differential coefficient of a tesseral harmonic in terms of 
tesseral harmonics. 
t Reference should have been made to a second p~per by J. J. Thomson 
(Phil. Mag. 1889, vol. xxviii, p. 1), in which possible effects are taken 
into account~ for which there is at present no experimental evidence. 
~'he above investigation shows that the ditt~rence between th  results of 
Heaviside and J. ~. Thomson's original paper are not due to the effects 
discussed in his second paper. 
~/ Communicated bythe Author. 
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